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The University of Dayton

News Release

(Editor's Note: Embargo until Thursday, March 17, 1994. Can be used in Thursday a.m.
papers.)
March 17, 1994
Contact: Teri Rizvi
THIS TECHNOLOGY IS QUICK, CHEAP, ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE-IN A WORD: PERFECT, CHEMIST REPORTS AT ACS MEETING
DAYTON, Ohio -- A University of Dayton researcher has developed the "perfect" tool
for measuring peroxides and other compounds in fuel that could f01111 deposits and damage jet
engines.
The technology, originally de veloped by the University of Dayton Research Institute
for the Air Force's Wright Laboratory and reported today at the American Chemical Society's
national meeting in San Diego, can also be used to determine the shelf life of pre-packaged
foods such as potato chips or to test for oxidation in the new low-sulfur diesel fuels being
used in California and across the country. Peroxide build-up in these low-pollution diesel
fuels can cause fuel line and sealant breaks, leading to engine damage.
Called PERFECT, the new technique is simpler, faster, cheaper and creates less waste
than the current standard test approved by the American Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM), according to Robert Kauffman, a chemist in the University of Dayton Re search
Institute who developed the technology.
And the best news: the new test doesn't require chlorinated solvent, known to deplete
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the Earth's ozone layer.

PERFECT stands for Peroxide in Fuel Estimation and Concentration Test. The size of
a hand-held calculator, the testing device looks deceptively simple. An operator sticks a
probe attached to the battery-operated instrument into a vial containing a prepared solution of
jet fuel. In five seconds, the instrument prints out a reading of the peroxide content of the
-over-
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fuel. It takes less than two minutes to perform duplicate analyses. In contrast, the ASTM
method takes hours--or an entire day, if multiple samples are to be retested.

'
"The ASTM test is cumbersome, unreliable and requires a chlorinated
solvent that the
federal government Clean Air Act is banning because it contributes to ozone depletion and is
a health hazard," Kauffman said.
It's important to test for peroxides because they can lead to gums and deposits and
clogged fuel nozzles -- all of which can damage an aircraft's engine, according to Kauffman,
who has applied for a patent on the PERFECT technology. "This is the same problem some
people run into when they don't empty their lawn mower's gasoline tank before winter," he
said.
Wright Laboratory plans to use the PERFECT technology to replace the current ASTM
method for determining the peroxide level in jet fuels that are recirculated to cool aircraft
components. "New-generation aircraft heat the fuels to temperatures higher than seen in the
past, which increases the amount of peroxides," said Bill Harrison, chief of the fuel s
development section of the Fuels and Lubrication Division in Wright Laboratory 's
Aeropropulsion and Power Directorate. "This new test is extremely simple. You stick a probe

in a beaker and flip a few switches."
Wright Laboratory believes this technology should replace the ASTM methcxl and ha s
organized a round-robin test program at nine highly controlled test sites, including four :'\J vy
labs, two Air Force labs, Dupont (manufacturer of fuel additives), Herguth Laboratorie s (a
tester of diesel fuels in California) and the University of Dayton Research Institute .
"We'd like to see this technology transferred to the commercial sector and bel: ome a
standardized test method here and internationally," said Patrici a D . Uherio, a che mica l
engineer at Wright Laboratory who is managing the round-robin testing needed to ga in .-\ ST \1
approfal. "Each laboratory will run duplicate and triplicate analyses on fuel s with \ :u: tn g
peroxide levels. At the completion of those tests , we will make a formal proposal to .\ ST\t.
who will ballot its members for approval."
Potential commercial markets for the PERFECT instrument include
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jet and diesel fuel, aircraft engines, sealants, fuel lines and fuel tanks . Dayton-based \1 tk.c: ·
Sell's Inc., a snack food manufacturer with sales in surrounding states, plans to use the
-more-
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PERFECT instrument to test for peroxides in peanut oil to help analyze the shelf life of its
potato chips.
Kauffman estimates that the hand-held device would cost $1,500. A larger laboratory
model hooked to a computer would cost about $3,000.
The

PERFECT technology is a spinoff from Kauffman's "smart dipstick invention,
11

recognized as one of the 100 most technologically significant product innovations of 1992 by

R&D Magazine. The "smart dipstick," or RULER (Remaining Useful Life Evaluation Rig),
was developed under contract to Wright Laboratory and can be used to quickly and
scientifically pinpoint when it's time to change jet engine oil, car oil and cooking oil by
calculating what's left of the antioxidant, an additive that keeps oil from degrading too fast.
The Air Force used the device during Operation Desert Storm to analyze oil samples from A10 aircraft engines.

The University of Dayton Research Institute, one of the leading not-for-profit R&D
organizations in the nation, performs more than $45 million in sponsored research annu ally.
UDRI's research staff includes 450 full-time personnel.

-30For interviews, contact Robert Kauffman at (513) 229-3942 or 229-3129, Bill Harrison at
(513) 255-6601 or Patricia D. Libcrio at (513) 255-6918. For a copy of the paper, contact
Teri Rizvi at (513) 229-3241. Kauffman can be reached at the Hyatt Regency Hotel March
16-17 at (619) 232-1234.

